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:\BSTRACT: Vertical load ca.pacity oi a. floating sea Ice pla.te is analyzed by fracture mechanics. The 
radial bending cra(;ks. which are considered to reach only through a. part: of the l>la~ thickness and nave 
a variable depth profile. are assumed ta faHow che Rice--Levy Ilonlinear softening line spring mode!. The 
plate-.:rack interaction is characterized in :erms of ~he compliance fUllc:ions for the plate wedge between 
radial cracks. Numerical calculations show a typical quasi brittle size effec: such :h&t ehe plot of log 0'.'1 

vs. log h (0" .... = :lominal ~tress at maximum load. h = plate thickness 1 is a descl'nding curve whose slope 
is negligible l>nly for h < O.:! m and tlle!l gets gradually steeper. asymptotically approaching -: V2. The 
calculated size effee: agrees with the e:tisting test da.ta... and contradicts Sodhi's plasticity solution. 

1 fNTRODl"CTrON 

I.n ~he earlv studies (Bernstein 1929. Neve! 1958). 
the toad caPacity of a Boating sea ice t)late was es
timated on the basis of the tensile strength or yield 
criteria. Although much has subsequently been 
learned (Be!'l15tein. 1929; Frankenstein, 1963: Kerr. 
19';".'5. 1996: Sodhi 1995a..b). the applicability of 
frac:ure mechanics haa been doubted because lab
oratory testS indicate the :lotch sensitivity and size 
etrect ta Oil' negligible. However. Dempsey (1989. 
1990: also OeFrallco and Dempsey 1990) showed 
this interpretation to be due to insufficient sizes of 
laboratory :specimens in regud to tb.e characteris
tic length of a quaaibrittle material. The applica
bility of fracture mechanics on the large scale has 
recently b«%Z demol16t:ated by the in-situ e::ocperi
mellts of Dempsey et aI. (1995. 1996: also Adamson 
ec al. 1995. Mulmule et a.l. 1995). The tac': thai: 
the loa.d-deflection curves of sea tce specimens ex
hibit post peak softening rather than a plastic yield 
plauau implies. as a matter of principle. that frac· 
ture mechanics ough~ to be used. and a size effect 
due ~o ene-rgy release oupt to be expected (Bajant 
1984: BaZant and Kim 1985: Satant and Gettu 
1991. BaZant and Cben 1997; BaZant and P!anas 
1998). The ,ize effect is Qot statistical. Dor fractal 
(Bataat and Planas 1998; BaZanc 199ib). 

Linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) with 
full-through cracks was applied by Slepyan (1990). 
BaZant (1992a.b). Ba.ia.nt and Li (l994a..b) and Li 

and Batant (1994) to analyze the load capacity oi 
sea ice 'Nith bending cracks. Batant, Kim and li 
( 199.5 i and Dempsey et aI. (1995 j considered par:
through cracks. and the :onner also the strength 
limit in the sense of cohesive craclCl. Part-through 
cracks. documented in the field obset"'l6tions of 
F:-ankenseein (1963). transmit in-plane compressive 
forces and engender a dome effect which helps to 
carry the vertical load. 

The objective of this paper is twofold: (1) :0 
sketch a. numerical solution by means of a. system 
of integral equations based on the compliance func· 
tions of the floating place wedge formed by two 
adjacent cracks and on Rice and Levy's model ror 
part-through crack. aa iDitiaily proposed by Baiant. 
K!m and Li (1995). and (2) to briefly discuss the nu
merical results and their significance for size effect. 
The detailed solution method and analysis of nu
merical results will be presented in a forthcoming 
journal article (Baiant and Kim 1998). 

2 FRACTURE ANALYSIS 

The floa.ting ice pla.te. trea.ted as an infinite elas
tic pla.te of thickness h. 80ats on wuer of spe
cific weight p (Fig. 1) representing & Winkler e/utic 
foundation. Th-e differential equation (or dellectioll$ 
w of the ice plate is D'ii4w + pUt = 0 where D = 
cylindrical stiffness of the pla.te. For the sake of sim
plicity, the plate is assumed to ha.ve a small circular 
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hole of a diameter roughly equal to the size of the 
penetrating object. The vertical load is applied uni
formly along ~he edge of the plate. As confirmed by 
experiments as well as :tumerical calculations. ra
dial cracks prop~ate in a star pattern. The plate 
wedges between the crack.s :nay be assumed to be 
identIcal. The maximum !oad is known to occur 
when circumferential cracks initiate from the faces 
of the radial cracks. 

calculated from the compliances of tbe plate wedge 
with respect to the aodes along the craclc rays. The 
matrix of these compliances has been calculated au
merically by finite difference energy minimization. 
The load-point displacement u is related by another 
elastic compliance matrix to load P and J( and .V 
in :he 3trips. 

Five stages oi the vertical cracJc evolution :n each 
strip are distinguished (Fig. l). In stage I. there 
is no crack as ::et. In stage 2. the tensile strength 
limit is reac!1eci and the cohesive crack of depth b 
is assumed to be deform plastically. the Bow rule 
being 3uch that the ratio of plastic increments of 
rotation and normal strain at mid-thickness be the 
same as predicted by LEF~. [n stage 1. :here is a 
crack (of depth 0). The aforementioned choice of 
the !fow rule guarantees the bending moment and 
normal force to change continuously at the transi
tion from stage ~ to stage 3 (this would not be the 
case if the plastic normality rule were assumed. and 
mixed stages 2 and 3 would then have to be consid
ered). Stage 4, in which the cracked cross section is 
unloading elastically, and stage .5 in which the crack 
has closed, have also been programmed but . never 

The applications of fracture ml"Chanics to this 
croolem initiallv olSSumed the r.racks to be full
through bending cracks. Their angles were a.t 
first aliSumed to be infiniteiv small (Baiant and r.i 
1994a..b J. which allowed an analytical solution. and 
later to be finite. which required numerIcal analysis 
and was handled by finite difference energy mini
mization approach (Li and Baiant 1995). Subse
quently. however. it was aoted (Baiant et al. 1995) 
that the cracks reach through only a part of the 
plate thickness (Fig. 1) because the plate wedge 
preve!lts the faces of the crack from moving freely 
apart. So an in-plane compression force across 
the crack plane. shifted above the mid-thickness of 
plate. must develop. This engenders a dome effec:. 
which helps carrying the load. This was ignored in 
previous solutions except Dempsey et al. 's (1995) in 
wilich. however. the crack depth was assumed to be 
uniform to allow an analvtical solution. In reaiitv. 
the crack depth varies si!nificantly. . 

occurred for monotonic loading. . 
In 3. discretization with Fl strips along the radiai 

rav. there are ;3n~l unknown variables-the values 
or" Jt, ;V and crack depths b in the strips. and the 
vertical load P. The remairung equations are pro
vided by the c:-ack propagation conditions (plastic 
or LEFYI). Step-by-step loading is conside:-ed. the 
numbe!" n .. of vertical strips that nav~ a crack (co
hesive or LEF~) being increased one by one. After 
the iterations of the solution of each loading step 
converge. the vertical displacement u is evaluated 
from the compliance matrix. (If u rather than Fl. 

were prescribed. the front of the crack in the radial 
direction would end arbitrarily between two nodes. 
which ·oVvl!:': slow down convergence and inc:-ea.se 
the scatter ot" results.) 

To solve the problem !lumerically. the vertical 
cracked cross section of che plate is subdivided into 
narrow vertical strips. in each of which the crack is 
assumed to propagate vertically. This simplification 
requires introducing a strength criterion for the ini
tiation of the crack from the bottom surface. which 
means that the c:-ack starts as a cohesive crack. The 
ve~tical growth of the crack is considered to follow 
LEF~ and is modeled in :erms of a distributed non
linear softening !ine spring. as proposed by Rice and 
Levy (19;'2) and Okamuraet al. (1972) (also Kuo et 
al. 1995). In each strip. the crack grows vertically 
as a function of the bending moment and normal 
force in the same strip only. The line spring model 
leads to the relations: 

(1) 

where .;l.8 = additional in-plane circumferential 
relative displacement and relative rotation :hat are 
caused by the part-through crack (Fig. 1) and are 
conjugate to bending moment M. and aormal force 
:V; Ail (i.i = 1.2) = crac1c compliances. depending 
on crack depth b. Those for '\11 and '\12 are avail
able in handbooks and '\11 was integrated from the 
known stress intensity factors. 

In each loading step, one has a system of several 
hundred highly aonlinear equations. It is solved by 
the Levenberg-Marquardt iterative nonlinear opti
mization algorithm (Marquardt 1963). for which a 
standard librarv subroutine is used. The correct s0-

lution can be obtained with this algorithm only if a 
very good irutial state can be supplied as the input. 
Fortunately. the present problem is of a special kind 
in which the solution can be traced in small steps. 
The solution obtained in each loading step can be 
used a.I a good initial estimate for the start of the 
optimization iterations in the next loading step. 

The condition of compatibility with the plate 
wedge requires that the additional relative rota
tion (J and horizontal displacement ~ caused by the 
cracks be equal to the rotation and displacement 

The irutiation of circumferential cracks (Fig. 1) 
from the faces of the radial cracks determines the 
maximum load. It is governed by the strength cri
teriou (Fig. 1 bottom right). Therefore. the values 
of the radial normal stresses (7" on the top face of 
the plate are calculated for each node from the de
flection curvature 1& ... aloug the radial ray and the 
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twist angle III,.. along the 9 arc (r = c~nst.~. These 
are approximilUd by a. ~ond-order finlte difference 
formula from the Dodal ddections 111. using iJli!u
etlce matrices cak.1lated in advance. 

where cO is some function and to = EGd f:z = 
K;If:J and II :0 E/p X (.4/hl; K~ = JEG I = 
frac:ure toughness. to = Irwin' s (1958) cha.rac:ter
iscic size of the fracture process wne (also fliUer
borg et a.L 19i61. and l\ is a second independent 
length parameter. :'Iote that the ffexural wave
len~h L = [llhl,'12( t _ 111)11/4. 

Despite the fact that the maximum load :s de
cided oy the stren~h criterion. a size effect must be 
t"XD~:ed. The reason is that the failure occurs only 
a& • a con~uence of radial crack growth. and that 
the attainment of a. relative crack len!5th at which 
tht" circumferential crack initiates is decided by the 
e!1ergy release .:riterioll of fracture mechanics. 

We see that the elastic properties and specific 
weight of water influence the :JOlution only through 
the ratio it/to. As for the fracture characteristics 
of ice. G, and I:. they inBuence the solucion ooly 
through the value of Lo but not individually. This 
means thac the size e1fect curve of f7;V / r, versus hila :J ."lT~IERIC.U RESrLTS A~D DISCU'SSrON 

. -\ ;('he-matic picture of the dilicretization of radial 
crack bv vmical crack strips is shown in Fig. l. The 
angle of the plate wedge between :he radial ~racks 
is considered as 60-. Because of symmetry, It suf
fices to analyze only a half wedge. A charac--.eristic 
dim~sion of a Boating plate in its plane is the Bex
ural wavelength L = {Dip )1I4 where " = specific 
~ight of water. The ice plate is assumed to have 
a fixed support along a. circle of radius 3L. which 
is far enough to approximate an infinite plate. The 
circular hole along which the load P is applied has 
a finite radius O.lL. which avoids dealing with the 
stress ~ingularity unde:- a. concentrated load. The 
typical ice characteristics are f: = 0.2 ~Pa.. v = 
0.19. E = 1.0 GPa.. 11:< = 0.: M:'I m-3/l (Sanderson 
19881. Figurt" 2 shows the typical calcula.ted sub
~uent distributions of crack depth b(r) with the 
radial coordinate T'. 

Si=,. Effl!ct. The size effect is understood as the 
dept"ndence of the nominal strength tr.v = P m&Z/ h Z 

on h when geometrically similar structures are com
pared (PffOaZ = maximum load). Failures governed 
by criteria expressed solely in terms of stresses or 
strains exhibit no siz~ effect (BaZant1984: BaZant 
and Planas 1998). 

hali only one parameter. namely Idlo . 
The value of p is a constant. The values of G, as 

well all f; for sea ice are functions of cemperature. 
salinity and other factors. and display a ~ sta
tistical scatter. The value of E haa a. much lower 
statistical satter. The E-values measured by ul
trasound range approximately from " GPa. to 11 
GPa.. The effective value for static loadiog is much 
smaller because of creep (or rate effect). The value 
of E = 1 GPa. (which is the same as considered ;,y 
E\-ans. 19.1) has been used. . 

For tensile strength f: the value oi 0.5 :\iPa. 
(Sanderson 19BB. Dempseyec aI. 1995) has been 
used. This value. however, is much less important 
than the fracture tuughness K~ because the plastic 
zone at the crack tip is. at maximum load. very 
small. [n smail-scale tests. tbe II:~ ·valuell ran~e' 
from 0.044 ~Pa. m-lI2 to 0.U5 MN m-3/ Z (Sander
son 1988. p. 91. (Jrabe and Yoshitake 19~1. and 
Weeks and ~eUor 1984). The value II:c = 0.1 M)i 
m -l/l (the same a& considered by BaZant 1992b) 
WG.> used. With E = 1 GPa. the corresponding 
value of fracture energy is Gt = 10 :'11m. which 
was used by Baiant {1992b I. 

A higher value of fracture energy. namely G, = 
.520 :'11m (with II:~ = 2.1 MN m-l/Z , E :::: 3.8 GPA). 
has been deduced from the recent large-scale in
situ size effect tees of Dempsey ec al. (199.'5: see 
also ~ulmule et al. 19915). With f: :::: 2 ~Pa.. 
one gets l., :::: 0.5 m and It/l., :::: 1.8 l( 1001. These 
are the effective values for the whole thickness of 
ice whose temperature varies from about -20· C 
on top to'about -1° C in contact with sea water. 
The values from Dempsey et al.'s tests (Mulmule 
and Dempsey L99i), nowever. are pertinent to bor· 
izontal propagation of a long fujI-through vertical 
crack. In our problem the crack propagateS mainly 
vertically, which is along the columnar ice cryStals. 
This doubtless causes the fracture process zone to 
be smaller and thus the effective fracture energy 
lower. 

Th~ solur.ion may be regarded as a functional :e
lation amoog Ii variables: I7.V. h. G" f:, E. p. v. 
and ao,' l.. However. the effect of the last is neg
ligible. and the effect of E. p. and v is fully char
a.ctt"rized by flexural wavelength L. Therefore. the 
:iOlution must be given by some function II of only 
·5 variables. i.e. II(tr'Y.h.G,.r,.L) = O. Buck
ingham's IT theorem of dimensional analysili (e.g .. 
8arenblatt. 19;9) states that the solution must be 
rrducible to a. function of N. independent dimen
sionless variables where .V. :r ~V"" - N; .... N"" = 
·5 = number of all independent variables and ;V;na 
= number of variables with independent physical 
dimensions. which are bere only two. namely the 
lenlt" and force. So N. = 5 - 2 = 3. Hence. the 
solution may be considered in the form: 

(2) 

Based on these considerations, the characteristic 
si:ze of the fracture process :zone is CODsidered as to 
= 0.25 m. with the ratio = 4.5xlOs. The si:ze effect 
results for these parameters and for the fallure mode 
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with ,ix cracks ia a. scar p~tem a.r~ shuwn by the 
d~a. circles in the bi-Ioprithmic plot in Figure :!. 
The resuJu for 1./10 = :1.9xLQ4 a.re shown iD Figure 
2 by the squan poiD". The compa.rison ~hows th~ 
I'; 10 lias oaly a. miaor eifect. This is n.ot surprisia~ 
since II and 10 differ by sev~al orders of mi.!nitucie. 
which mea.as that they ca.a lIarrily interact. Su. the 
etrect of I'; II) ca.n a.pparently be ne~lecteci. 

-:1/81. The value of pa.rameter ,\1) is chosen :so that 
h = Aolo represent ~he thicknt!Sl aL the iatersection 
point of the two asymptotes. From the presenc. nu
merical results •. \., = 2.:!6. The rac.io J = "1(>.010) 
det~ined io :his ma.aner has been ca.lled the brito 
tleness numb~ (Ba.iant 1987. Ba.ta.nt and Pfeiffer 
1987; Ba.ia.at and P!a.aas 1998). The limit J - :::c 
iDdicates the perfectly brittle response. i.e., r.EF~1. 
a.nd the limit) - 0 indicat~ the perfectly ductile 
(plastic) rp.spflnSfc'. 

The bump in the middle of the ca.lcula.ted da.ta. 
cirdes in Figure :! (bottom plots) a.ppea.rs a.ssoci
aced with the rapid rise in the ratio III It seen in 
Fi~lre:! (top right), which occurs when It inr.rea:;es 
from 0.5 m to I m. For ,hicker pla.tes. alit:==: 24 at 
maximum load. which iii a. useful simple property 
ensuing from fracture llIerha.nics. If al It dici not 
approa.ch a. conllta.nl for thick .mou~h pia.les. th~ 
~i7.e effect plut would not approach an »ymptote oi 
510pc -1/'1. The reason t ha.t the :lize dfect curve 
does ba.ve a. horizontal asymptote for small sizes is 
not only the nDite size of the fracture process ZODe 
(the zone in which ~ = J:) but also. a.ad perhApS 
rna.inly, the fact that initially, for :lmall It. the crack 
length II does not increa.se as h is increa:;ed (Fig. 1. 
top right). 

By titting \Jf tlat' pre:lent nllmerical results. sPa.n· 
nin~ ov~r tour orders of magnitude of :ce thickncs:l. 
th~ foilowing general prediction formula ia the form 
of the generalized size t.:lfect law (BaZant 1985. 1987: 
BaZa.nt a.nd Pfejif'er 19di; BaZant a.nd Pla.nas 1996) 
results (~ tht' rurvr. ill Fi!{. :!l: 

with B = 1.:!H •• \0 = 2.5.5, Tn = 1(1.. r = 1.5.'> a.ad 10 
= 0.25 111 U: = 0.2 ~IPa in Fig. 2). Tbe form oi this 
formula has been derived as the asymptotic match· 
ing between the la.rge-size and small-~ize'asymptotic 
e:ocpa.nsions of the size effect (BaZant 199;a.1. Eq. 
(:1\ ca.n b~ written a.:I }'. = .-tX ... C' \Yhet~ X = 
h'. Y = (~,v)-~ .. 4 = (Bfn-lr.C = 1/(,\1) loBf:l,l' 
This means tha'. if r is known. thl" "'alues of 13 f: 
a.nd .\0/0 can be determinf!fi by linear ~elIsion, 
The regression is conducted. for variolls trial values 
of ,. until thl" optimum r is found. 

Tbe dependence of the Dumber of c:racks 1l~ in 
thl! :lta.r pa.ttem 11a.s a.lso been studied. The angu
lar spacing of the cracks wa.s determined accord
J n~ to the sta.bility a.nalysis propuRci by BaZaalt et 
al. (19;1)) (see a.lso Baianl aDd Cedolia 1991. Sec. 
1:!.6j a.nd recently :-elined:,y Li a.nd BaZant (1994) 
and Li. Hong a.nd Baia.nt (1995). Ta.king the au
gula.r spacing a.s predkted in Li a.nd Ba.ta.nt (199-t). 
the size elfect shown in Figur~ :2 (bottom right i Ic"n
ml.'S. Comparison with th~ diagram on thlc" leit ,)f 
Figure 2 ~hows that the number of cracks has only 
& minor effect. 

Discussion of Si=e Effert. As is typical 
of quasibrittle fracture (e.g .. BaZant and Plana:; 
1998; Baiant 19t14), th~' small-size' asymptote of 
the calcula.ted size effect plot (Fig. 2) is horizon
tal alld corresponds to a. solution a.ccordillg to plas
tic Jimit analysis (strengtb theory), whose a.pplica
tions to tbe penetration problem are reviewed by 
Kerr (19!)4): see also Sodhi (1995a..b. 1996). TIle 
present ,:oOlputations show thAL plutic limit illla.ly
.iis (strength throry) is a good enough approxima
tion "niy for ice thicknesses up to about O.:! rn (u-
5uming that 10 = O.:!5 mI. At the same time. the 
~v values fur the horizontal asymptote ca.a s~ter 
widf'ly depending on the type of ice a.ad tht'! tm"'i
mnrnenta.l conditions (air and water temperature). 
This may expla.in why IIU ~ize elfect (liar uotch lieU-

5iLivity) is ubRrv~ iu small-scaLe laboratory tese... 
The large-"ize uymptote of the size elfect plot. 

which has the slope or -1/2 corresponding to 
LEF:'.f, is seen to be & good enough approximation 
for ice thickncsacs over 1.0 m [in contrast to the 
ca.:le of full-through bending cracks (Bata.nt and Li 
19!H,8aiant 1992, Slcpyan 1990). the :llupe is IIot 

Com,,4rison 'PIth Te.~ts. The prellent results. 
,howing the number of cracks 1l~ to inrrease WiLh 
h. rOllghly a.gree with the ava.ila.ble plc"netration ~x· 
pr.rintt'!lItll (In lak.· ice (F:-anken:ltein 196:l. 1966. and 
Lichtenberger 19; ".J. Sodhi (199.)a.b. 1996) pro
posed a pla.sticity Illude!. exhibiting no size effect. 
a.nd da.imtc"d that the absence of size effect wa.s con
tirm .. d by thest' da.ta (Sodhi I 99,ia..b). How~ver. 
this cla.im rested on a questionable sta.tistica.l eva.lu
a.lioll cmploying thlc" plot of P",,,,, versus h. a.s shuwn 
in rigure;j ileCt). Indeed, this kind of plot visuaUy 
suggests P ... u to be approximately proportional LO 
h2 • which would mean that ~.v ill constant. free of 
size effect. Surh a way of rea:loning, however. is 
der.r.pLive. The ma.in rea.son is tha.t. in this kind 
or plot. the size effect 00 ~v is obscured hy a. ,III
perimpOlied much stroQ~er d~termini,.k variaLion 
of p ..... a.s a linear function oC h~. 

Tbe deception of ~uch a plot is illustrated in rig
ure :1 (righc.). In the di~ram on top right. WI'! as
sume hypothetical perfect da.ta.. conforming ex_tly 
to Bata.nt·~ size effect law. Then we plot the S&me 
data. points in the graph of log p ... _ versus log h 
(Fig. 3, bottom right). According to Sodhi'" opin
ion that there is no size effect, oae would lit these 
data points with a. straight regression line of slope 
2, a.s shown. Visua.lly, such a regression line seems 
quite acceptable, the devia.tions of the da.ta. poine.. 
from the regn!Mion line appearing rela.tively sma.ll. 
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Thf' comparison 'MOuld look even more ~ceptabie 
if ''If' superimposed random ~c:aCter on ~he asawned 
datOl. as is ~he QSe in Sodhi's plot. 

~. The number of radial aacb haa only a .!UlaJI 
effect. 

S. The e....:isting limited field meaauremeats of s~ 
eii'ect agree with the' present theory -.wei!. .~nother questionable aspect of Sodhi's (1995a.b) 

c!vaJuation of the existing tes~ ,!;ua. is thiLt :te -:o~
reoiatt'C in "he same dj~ ;;.e :est results from 
diii'eo~'!nt ~est ~ries ' .. hile implying the ice proper
ties ~o be the same. However. the ice properties in 
the ~\Yo test series of Frankeastein (1963. 1966i iUld 
:hOlle of LichtenDer!jer et a.1. (19;4) most likely dii
fere<i. 1.II1Ch meaas :h.u ehe groups of diLta points 
Cor these tests in the plot in Figure 3 (leit) could 
shiff vt"rcicaJly r~lative to each other. Thus. what 
looks as a. good 3.!%'eement with the proportional
ity of P .... az to h~. would b~ lost bv such \'ertical 
shifts. It ;night have been by chan~e that ~he dif
fl'ceonccs among ice properties compensated :or the 
~i:.:t' t"ffl.'Ct. 

6. Sodhi' s opinion that tbere is no size effect is 
ccr.:~:1.ciic:ed QOt ani!, by the present theorY but ;wo 
by :he existing :leld tests. • 
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